Vacancy System Test Engineer
Company
Axon Digital Design is specialized in development, manufacturing and selling of professional
audio- and video equipment, specifically designed to serve the broadcast industry and its
related industries. We work closely together with dealers and operate globally.
Axon is built on innovation and excellence, with a strong team of R&D experts whose
experience and dedication is unrivalled. Actively and tirelessly pushing research and
development to the foreground, our mission is to develop forward-thinking technologies that
anticipate and satisfy the needs of customers – to save time, mitigate risks, dramatically
reduce capital and operational costs and deliver competitive advantage.
Position
We are looking for a System Test Engineer for our R&D team in Gilze, the Netherlands.
The team consist of approximately 30 employees and you will be working together with
software architects, system test engineers, hardware-, software- and FPGA developers.
Tasks & responsibilities
As a System Test Engineer you are involved in the creation process of the product in an early
stage. You deliver QA in all phases. You will reuse proven test strategies, methods and tools.
The products under test are often embedded systems with a focus on VHDL and software.
As a System Test Engineer you will execute the product tests but you will also take testing
to a higher level. You contribute to the rollout and perfection of continuous delivery and
create the automation of tests. You work closely with our developers, product managers,
customer support engineers and architects.
Job qualifications
 Bachelor degree Technical Computer Science;
 ISTQB certified, advanced level;
 Minimum of 4 years experience with (system) testing;
 Experience with QA technology and tools (Testlink, Robotframe, GitLab CI/CD);
 Practical knowledge of Python, (C++), Linux is an advantage;
 Experience with embedded systems with software, hardware and firmware;
 Experience with continuous delivery: start, maintenance
and improvement of test
frameworks and setups;
 Experience with Agile development methods like Scrum;
 Communicative, written and verbal in Dutch and English;
 A flexible team player who can also work independently;
 A multi-tasker with a helicopter view;
 Creative, pragmatic, solution-oriented;
 Quality driven.
Offer

Independence and responsibility in a dynamic company with short communication lines;

Flexible working hours;

An excellent salary with social benefits;

Travel allowance, pension plan, study budget.
Application
Are you interested in this position and do you meet the qualifications, please send your
motivation letter and resume to hr@axon.tv
*Note for recruitment agencies: acquisition is not appreciated.

